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a b s t r a c t

In the context of role-based access control (RBAC), mining approaches, such as role mining

or organizational mining, can be applied to derive permissions and roles from a system’s

configuration or from log files. In this way, mining techniques document the current state

of a system and produce current-state RBAC models. However, such current-state RBAC

models most often follow from structures that have evolved over time and are not the

result of a systematic rights management procedure. In contrast, role engineering is

applied to define a tailored RBAC model for a particular organization or information sys-

tem. Thus, role engineering techniques produce a target-state RBAC model that is custom-

ized for the business processes supported via the respective information system. The

migration from a current-state RBAC model to a tailored target-state RBAC model is,

however, a complex task. In this paper, we present a systematic approach to migrate

current-state RBAC models to target-state RBAC models. In particular, we use model

comparison techniques to identify differences between two RBAC models. Based on these

differences, we derive migration rules that define which elements and element relations

must be changed, added, or removed. A migration guide then includes all migration rules

that need to be applied to a particular current-state RBAC model to produce the corre-

sponding target-state RBAC model. We conducted two comparative studies to identify

which visualization technique is most suitable to make migration guides available to

human users. Based on the results of these comparative studies, we implemented tool

support for the derivation and visualization of migration guides. Our software tool is based

on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). Moreover, this paper describes the experimental

evaluation of our tool.

ª 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction permissions that grant a role the rights to perform specific
In role-based access control (RBAC), roles are used to model

different job positions and responsibilities within a particular

organization or within an information system (see, e.g.,

(Coyne and Davis, 2008; Ferraiolo et al., 2007; Sandhu et al.,

1996; Strembeck, 2010)). They are equipped with a number of
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operations on specific resources (such as files or software

applications). Human users or other active entities (subjects)

are assigned to roles according to their competencies and re-

sponsibilities in the organization.

In particular, RBAC provides a number of advantages for

the management of access permissions (see, e.g., (Ferraiolo
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et al., 2007)). For example, roles serve as an abstraction layer

between subjects and permissions, and thoroughly engi-

neered roles tend to change significantly slower than the

assignment of subjects to these roles. Moreover, RBAC has

matured over the last decades and is now supported by a va-

riety of commercial as well as non-commercial software

products. However, from a practical point of view one of the

most important reasons for the huge success of RBAC is

probably that the technical and organizational advantages of

RBAC directly translate into significant economical benefits

(see, e.g., (Gallaher et al., 2002; O’Connor and Loomis, 2010)).

Yet, in order to realize such benefits, it is important to care-

fully define an RBAC model that is tailored to the needs of the

corresponding organization.

1.1. Specifying RBAC models

Role mining approaches apply data mining techniques to

derive RBAC models from the software systems of an organi-

zation (see, e.g., (Frank et al., 2010; Fuchs and Meier, 2011;

Kuhlmann et al., 2003)). For example, role mining is applied to

detect patterns in permission-to-subject assignments which

are then used to derive roles (see, e.g., (Giblin et al., 2010;

Schlegelmilch and Steffens, 2005; Vaidya et al., 2008, 2010;

Zhang et al., 2007, 2008)). Such permission-to-subject assign-

ments can be extracted from different sources such as access

control lists, capability lists, or lightweight directory access

protocol (LDAP) registries. Furthermore, organizational min-

ing techniques can be used to group people into “functional

units” based on their execution of similar tasks (see, e.g.,

(Rembert and Ellis, 2009; Song and van der Aalst, 2008; van der

Aalst et al., 2005)). In this context, RBAC artifacts can also be

derived from log files that document the execution history of

business processes in an information system (see, e.g.,

(Baumgrass, 2011; Baumgrass et al., 2012)). In this way, mining

techniques document the current state of a system and pro-

duce current-state RBAC models.

In turn, role engineering is applied to define a tailored

RBAC model for a certain organization or information system

(see, e.g., (Coyne and Davis, 2008; Ferraiolo et al., 2007;

Strembeck, 2010)). In particular, role engineering derives per-

missions from the descriptions of business processes and

scenarios that specify the workflows conducted in a particular

organization. Thus, role engineering techniques produce a

target-state RBAC model that is customized for the business

processes which are supported via the respective information

system. Similar to mining techniques, certain steps in the role

engineering process can be automated (see, e.g., (Baumgrass

et al., 2011; Mendling et al., 2004; Strembeck, 2005)). Howev-

er, the migration of a current-state RBAC model to a custom-

ized target-state RBAC model is a complex task.

1.2. Motivation

In recent years, we see an increasing interest in process-aware

information systems (PAIS, see, e.g., (Dumas et al., 2005)) that

control the execution of business processes and support the

collaboration of users who conduct the different tasks that are

included in a business process. Together with this increasing

interest in PAIS, a number of access control approaches
emerged that explicitly consider the characteristics of task-

based systems and address the specification, consistency,

and enforcement of task-based access control policies and

corresponding constraints (see, e.g., (Ahn and Sandhu, 2000;

Irwin et al., 2008; Oh and Park, 2003; Strembeck and Mendling,

2011)). In this context, the assignment of a task to a role

essentially assigns the permission to execute instances of this

particular task in the context of a corresponding business

process instance. In addition, entailment constraints, such as

mutual exclusion or binding constraints, are an important

means to control the execution of business processes and to

enable a correct task allocation at runtime (see, e.g., (Bertino

et al., 1999; Strembeck and Mendling, 2010; Tan et al., 2004;

Wainer et al., 2003)).

Yet, despite well-elaborated access control approaches in

the literature and despite a widespread use of (collaborative or

process-based) software systems in professional organiza-

tions, the management of access control policies and con-

straints for real-world software systems often seems to be

more of an “art form” than the result of a systematic rights

management procedure. There are a number of possible ex-

planations for this phenomenon, for example:

� often no organization-wide standards for permission

assignment and revocation exist;

� after an initial assignment of permissions for a certain job

position additional permissions are assigned by system

administrators in an ad hoc fashione in this way, long-term

employees accumulate rights;

� business processes and corresponding permission or role

assignments are insufficiently documented e sometimes

they are not documented at all.

However, in recent years we also see a strong interest of

executives to change this situation and to introduce system-

atic rights management standards in their organizations.

From our experiences gained in role engineering projects with

companies and municipalities (see, e.g., (Kunz et al., 2010;

Strembeck, 2010; Strembeck and Mendling, 2011)), we can say

that, compared to the situation we had just a few years ago,

there is a significantly increased awareness at the executive

level that access control (and information system security in

general) is a management topic. However, starting from a

situation where we most often have an incomplete docu-

mentation of a company’s business processes and a system’s

configuration, the adoption of a systematic rights manage-

ment procedure is a very complex task. In this context,mining

approaches can be applied to derive current-state RBAC

models. Yet, the migration from a current-state RBAC model

to a tailored target-state RBAC model is a non-trivial task.

In this paper, we present a systematic approach to migrate

current-state RBAC models to target-state RBAC models. In

Section 2, we give an overview of our approach. Subsequently,

Section 3 discusses the different dimensions in the model

comparison context. Next, Section 4 presents the phases that

we consider for a comparison of RBACmodels. In Section 5, we

describe the migration guide which results from the compari-

son of a current-state and a corresponding target-state RBAC

model. In Section 6, we present the different options for the

visualization and comparison of RBAC models before Section
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7 provides two comparative studies to assess the different

visualization techniques. Based on the results from these

comparative studies, Section 8 describes the implementation

of our migration guide software tool, and Section 9 describes

the experimental evaluation of this tool.1 Section 10 discusses

related work and Section 11 concludes the paper.
2. Approach synopsis

We apply model comparison techniques (see, e.g.,

(Altmanninger et al., 2009; Kolovos et al., 2009; Mens, 2002; van

den Brand et al., 2011)) to identify differences of current-state

RBAC models and target-state RBAC models. Based on these

differences, we derive migration rules that define which ele-

ments and element relations must be changed, added, or

removed. A migration guide then includes all migration rules

that need to be applied to a particular current-state RBAC

model to produce the corresponding target-state RBACmodel.

Fig. 1 shows the different steps in the comparison process and

the artifacts that are produced as a result of each step.

In the first step, model matching techniques are applied to

produce a so-called matching model for the respective current-

state and target-state RBAC model. Second, this matching

model is used as input for a difference calculation. Based on

this difference calculation, model differencing techniques are

applied to derive a difference model. In steps four and five, this

difference model is further processed to visualize the differ-

ences in a human-readable form and to produce the corre-

sponding migration guide. In the sixth and final step, the

migration guide is applied to the current-state RBAC model to

produce the respective target-state RBAC model (see Fig. 1).
1 Note that in order to compare a current-state RBAC model and
a target-state RBAC model, we often have to apply a pre-
processing step to ensure that both models are actually compa-
rable. For the purposes of this paper, we focus on the actual
comparison of two RBAC models and assume that (potential) pre-
processing steps have already been applied. Specifically, we as-
sume that both RBAC models conform to the same metamodel
(for details see Sections 3 and 4).
In particular, we apply similarity-based matching tech-

niques (see (Kolovos et al., 2009)) to identify elements with

common attributes and relations that are included in the

current-state as well as the target-state RBAC models. By

applying a customized matching procedure (see Section 4) we

obtain the matching model which contains the elements of

the current-state RBAC model and identifies the elements of

the target-state RBAC model that are either equal, similar, or

unequal. After the difference calculation based on the

matching model, we obtain a differencemodel that highlights

the elements of the current-state RBAC model that need to be

added, deleted, or changed in order to produce the target-state

RBAC model. In our approach, the difference model is then

visualized asmigration guide. In particular, themigration guide

is a difference catalog for two specific RBAC models. The

migration rules included in the migration guide describe which

RBAC model elements and element relations have to be

changed, added, or removed. Thus, they describe a sequence

of operations that can be applied to migrate the current-state

RBAC model to the target-state RBAC model (see Section 5).
3. Identifying model differences

Model comparison involves the tasks to produce a matching

model and then calculate, represent, and visualize model

differences (see, e.g., (Kolovos et al., 2009; Mens, 2002)). Fig. 2

gives an overview of the different dimensions that need to

be considered in the model comparison context. Below, we

will now discuss these dimensions.
3.1. The applicability dimension

In general, one can distinguish between metamodel inde-

pendent (generic) and metamodel dependent (language and

domain-specific) model comparison approaches. Metamodel

independent approaches are able to compare models based on

arbitrary metamodels (see, e.g., (Kolovos, 2009; Kolovos et al.,

2009)). In addition, such approaches are often adaptable and

can be configured to compare models that are based on the

same metamodel (see, e.g., (Brun and Pierantonio, 2008; van

den Brand et al., 2010)). In contrast, metamodel dependent

comparison approaches provide language-specific and

domain-specific matching algorithms. For these approaches,

syntactic and semantic information of the respective (textual

or graphical) modeling language or modeling domain is

considered to calculate differences between two models (see,

e.g., (Chen et al., 2000; Cobéna et al., 2002; Ohst et al., 2003;

Wang et al., 2003; Xing and Stroulia, 2005)).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003
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The application of metamodel dependent comparison ap-

proaches in the context of RBAC models has the advantage

that negligible changes in RBAC models (such as the order of

the elements in an RBACmodel) can be excluded from amodel

comparison via customization. Moreover, metamodel depen-

dent approaches are able to consider the syntax and seman-

tics of specific (modeling) languages to make the comparison

more precise. However, tailoring a comparison approach to a

certain syntax and corresponding language semantics usually

requires a high customization effort.

3.2. The matching dimension

Model matching is conducted to find common elements in two

comparablemodels. Amatching is based on unique identities,

the signature, or the similarity of the elements in two models

(see, e.g., (Kolovos, 2009; Kolovos et al., 2009; van den Brand

et al., 2010)). In identity-based matching, elements with the

same persistent identifier are matched. In signature-based

matching, the unique signatures of model elements are used

for a matching. The signature of a certain element can be

calculated based on the attributes and relations of this

element. For similarity-based matching, a so-called similarity

function calculates the similarity between two model ele-

ments. Elements are considered to be similar if the result of

the calculation is greater than a predefined threshold value.

For the similarity-based matching, not all attributes (or re-

lations) of an element may be equally important. Therefore,

corresponding algorithms can be customized, for example by

assigning weights to attributes or to relations of the elements

to express their relevance for the calculation. Furthermore,

language-specific matching algorithms are similarity-based

approaches that are customized for a particular modeling

language (see, e.g., (Kolovos et al., 2009)).

A matching model, such as the simple example shown in

Fig. 3a, is the result of a matching algorithm. It consists of

equal, similar, or unequal (unmatched) pairs of elements

originating from the compared models.

3.3. The differencing dimension

The matching model is the basis for the difference calculation.

The differences of two models are derived from the similar

and unequal elements and result in rules that describe what

elements or element relations were (or need to be) changed,
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added, or removed from one model to the other. For example,

in Fig. 3a, the unmatched element “Role A” and its relation to

subject “S” in the target-state RBACmodel can be identified as

additional (new) elements that need to be added to the

current-state RBAC model. The differences calculated from

this matching model are displayed in Fig. 3b.

3.4. The visualization dimension

Visualizations of model differences can be subdivided in two

types of approaches: “symmetric delta” and “directed delta”

(see (Mens, 2002)). Symmetric delta displays the differences as a

union of two compared models. For example, “coloring”

techniques produce a diagram that highlights the equal parts

as well as the unequal parts (e.g. by using different colors).

Directed delta, also called “edit script”, describes a sequence of

operations needed to convert the current model into the

future model. This means, it describes actions specifying how

the current model (e.g. a current-state RBAC model) must be

modified to produce the future model (e.g. a target-state RBAC

model).
4. Comparing RBAC models

For the purposes of this paper, we assume the most general

case that current-state RBAC models and target-state RBAC

models are constructed (or derived) independently of each

other. For this reason, we cannot apply identity-based or

signature-based matching algorithms which use persistent

identifiers or the signature of model elements. In our

approach, we therefore use metamodel dependent similarity-

basedmatching algorithms. To consider the language-specific

semantic and syntax of RBAC models we customized the

matching and difference calculation (see Sections 4.2 and 4.3).

In general, comparing two models means to find their

equivalences, similarities, and differences. Although the basic

characteristics of two RBAC models, such as the number of

roles, subjects, or permissions/tasks, can be used tomeasure a

similarity value for these RBAC models, this type of similarity

value is most often not suitable to reveal specific model dif-

ferences. This means, while the number of elements in two

models can be identical, the RBAC models may have

completely different semantics. For example in Fig. 4, the

structure of both models is identical, but the context in which

both models are used is different. The RBAC model in Fig. 4a

belongs to a radiological image reading process in a hospital,

whereas the model in Fig. 4b belongs to a credit application

process in a bank.

To derive a migration guide, this paper does not aim to

determine the similarity of two models but to reveal the ele-

ments that differ between two RBAC models. Hence, we

examine the properties and associations of each RBAC artifact

(subjects, roles, permissions/tasks, and constraints). To sup-

port the migration of RBAC models we consider the following

phases: definition (Section 4.1), matching (Section 4.2), calcu-

lating differences of RBAC models (Section 4.3), as well as the

visualization of model differences between RBAC models

(Section 4.4). The subsequent sections describe each of these

phases in detail.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003
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4.1. Definition of RBAC models

A current-state RBAC model can be derived via mining ap-

proaches, while target-state RBAC models are defined by

applying role engineering techniques (see Section 1.1). For our

approach, we assume that current-state and target-state

RBAC models conform to the same RBAC metamodel. We

think this is a reasonable assumption because RBAC is a well-

understood domain with well-defined model elements (sub-

jects, roles, permissions/tasks, and constraints). Furthermore,

we assume that the RBAC models are available (or can be

exported) in a machine-readable format that we can use for

our model comparison, for example as XML documents.

In this paper, we use the process-related RBAC metamodel

from (Strembeck and Mendling, 2011) and use RBAC models in

XML-based formats for model comparison purposes. We

decided to use this metamodel because we apply it in our role

engineering projects and because a UML extension for this

metamodel exists that allows for a straightforwardvisualization

of the different model elements (see (Strembeck and Mendling,

2011)). Note, however, that our general approach for the deri-

vation of migration guides does not rely on a specific RBAC

metamodel variant but can easily be adapted to other meta-

model variants.

The metamodel from (Strembeck and Mendling, 2011) in-

cludes the basic concepts of process-related RBACmodels, i.e.

subjects, roles, tasks, and (business) processes. In addition, it

supports the definition of mutual exclusion and binding con-

straints for tasks (see, e.g., (Schefer et al., 2011; Strembeck and

Mendling, 2010; Tan et al., 2004; Wainer et al., 2003; Warner

and Atluri, 2006; Wolter and Schaad, 2007)). Mutually exclu-

sive tasks result from the division of powerful rights or re-

sponsibilities to prevent fraud and abuse. In particular, a static

mutual exclusion (SME) constraint defines that two mutual

exclusive tasksmust never be assigned to the same subject. In

turn, a dynamic mutual exclusion (DME) constraint defines

that two mutual exclusive tasks must never be performed by

the same subject in the same process instance. In contrast to

mutual exclusion constraints, binding constraints define that

bound tasks must be executed by the same subject or role. A

subject-binding (SB) constraint defines that two bound tasks

must be performed by the same individual, while a role-
binding (RB) constraint defines that bound tasks must be

performed by members of the same role, but not necessarily

by the same individual.

Fig. 5 showstwosimpleRBACmodels thatweuseasa running

example in the remainder of this paper. In Fig. 5a, the current-

state RBAC model consists of three roles named “Employee”,

“Bank Director”, and “Bank Manager”, the three tasks “Check

credit worthiness”, “Negotiate credit”, and “Approve contract”,

andtwosubjectsnamed“Alice”and“Bob”.Therole“Employee” is

assigned to Alice and the role “Bank Manager” to Bob. Further-

more, the role “Bank Manager” is a junior-role of the role “Bank

Director”. Moreover, the current-state RBAC model defines a

subject-binding (SB) constraint between the tasks “Negotiate

credit” and “Check credit worthiness” and a static mutual

exclusion (SME) constraint is defined between the tasks “Nego-

tiate credit” and “Approve contract”. In Fig. 5b, the target-state

model contains a role “Clerk” and its senior-role “Bank Man-

ager”, four tasks named “Check credit worthiness”, “Negotiate

contract”, “Approve contract”, and “Define credit policy”, and the

subjects “Alice” and “Claire” owning the “Bank Manager” role.

The target-state RBAC model also includes an SB constraint be-

tween the tasks “Negotiate contract” and “Check credit worthi-

ness” andadynamicmutual exclusion (DME) constraint between

the tasks “Negotiate contract” and “Approve contract”.

4.2. Matching of RBAC models

When comparing two RBAC models, we essentially distin-

guish two perspectives. The content perspective considers the

properties of an artifact. For our purposes, we use the unique

identifier (e.g., element_xy) and the name (e.g., Bank

Manager Role) of an artifact as properties in the content

perspective. The context perspective considers the structure of

an artifact, i.e. its relations to other elements (e.g. role-to-

subject assignments or a mutual exclusion relation between

two permissions/tasks). Thus, an RBAC artifact is character-

ized by its attributes and its relations to other artifacts. For

example, the tasks assigned to a role represent a part of the

role’s context and the name of the role represents its content.

Table 1 summarizes the RBAC artifacts and corresponding

relations in the context perspective that are considered in a

matching calculation.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003
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For a matching of RBAC models, we apply a similarity-

based matching to find comparable elements with similar

attributes and relations in current-state and target-state RBAC

models. We customized the similarity-based matching to

include RBAC-specific characteristics. For example, we as-

sume that the context of RBAC artifacts is more relevant than

their names. This is because, changing the context of an

artifact may change the semantic meaning of an artifact,

while renaming does not necessarily define a new meaning

for an artifact. Therefore, we first compute a matching be-

tween artifacts with a similar context. For example, the role

named “Employee” of the current-state RBAC model and the

role named “Clerk” of the target-state RBAC model (see Fig. 5)

are considered to be similar if their associations to other ar-

tifacts are similar. In addition, we can apply a linguistic

comparison to identify semantic similarities between artifact
Table 1 e Artifacts and relations in the context
perspective.

RBAC artifact Relation

Subject Role-to-subject assignment

Role Senior-role relation

Junior-role relation

Permission/task-to-role

assignment

Task Dynamic mutual exclusion (DME)

constraint

Static mutual exclusion (SME)

constraint

Role-binding (RB) constraint

Subject-binding (SB) constraint
names. The similarity between the name “Clerk” and

“Employee” can be identified, for example, via hypernyms,

common substrings, string edit distance metrics, user-

provided name matchers, a pre-defined taxonomy, an

ontology, or dictionary systems (see, e.g., (Miller, 1995; Rahm

and Bernstein, 2001)).

At the end of this phase, the matching model contains el-

ements of the current-state RBACmodel and the counterparts

from the target-state RBAC model that are equal, similar, or

unmatched. Fig. 6 shows an excerpt of thematchingmodel for

our example in Fig. 5. Equal elements are not considered for

further analysis, since they do not need to be adapted to

produce the target-state RBAC model. Hence, the similar or

unequal elements from the matching model are used to

identify model differences in the subsequent phase.
4.3. Calculating differences of RBAC models

Based on the matching result from the previous phase, we

calculate a delta that contains the differences between the

RBAC models. These differences include artifacts or artifact

relations that need to be added, removed, or changed in the

current-state RBAC model to produce the target-state RBAC

model (see Fig. 7). The visualization of these differences is

conducted in the next phase (see Section 4.4).

Our customization of the matching procedure to the spe-

cific characteristics of RBAC models (e.g. the context of an

artifact is more relevant than its name, see Section 4.2), can

identify the roles “Employee” and “Clerk” as similar elements

(see Fig. 6). Therefore, the differencing algorithm proposes to

rename the “Employee” role of the current-state RBAC model

into “Clerk” instead of removing the “Employee” role and

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003
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adding a new role named “Clerk” in the current-state RBAC

model.

In general, we distinguish nine classes of differences that

may result from the comparison of two RBAC models (see

Fig. 7 e removals are colored red, additions are colored green,

and changes are colored blue):

� Removals include removed assignment relations, artifacts,

and constraints between tasks (see Fig. 7aec). For example,

Fig. 7a, shows a role-to-role assignment between the roles r1

and r2 that has been removed from the model (with respect

to the model in the “Before” compartment of Fig. 7). In case

an artifact is removed, the respective relations to other ar-

tifacts (assignments or constraints) also have to be

removed.

� Additions include the definition of new assignment relations,

artifacts, and constraints between tasks (see Fig. 7def). For

example, Fig. 7f shows a new subject-binding (SB) constraint

between the tasks t1 and t2 that has been added to the

model.

� Changes include renaming an artifact, changing an assign-

ment relation, or changing the type of a constraint (e.g.

changing a static-mutual exclusion (SME) constraint into a

dynamic mutual exclusion (DME) constraint or vice versa)

(see Fig. 7gei).

Note that we consider moved artifacts as change of the

corresponding assignment relations. In other words, moving

an RBAC artifact means a change of one (or more) assignment

relation(s). In Section 5, we define the migration guide based

on these nine classes of differences.

4.4. Visualizing differences of RBAC models

The difference model contains information about the artifacts,

assignment relations, and constraints that have to be added,

removed, or changed in the current-state RBAC model to pro-

duce the target-state RBAC model. To actually conduct a

migration, we have to “visualize” the difference model in a

human-readable (and/or machine-readable) form. Edit scripts

(see Section 3) for RBAC models describe a sequence of add,

remove, or change operations to convert the current-stateRBAC
model into the target-state RBAC model. The migration guide is

one particular visualization of an edit script resulting from the

comparison of two RBAC models (see Section 5). A symmetric

delta can be used as another difference model visualization

displaying the union of two compared RBACmodels with equal

and unequal parts highlighted (see Section 3).
5. Migration guides for RBAC models

In our approach, the migration guide is a visualization variant

of RBAC differences (see Section 4.3) and contains the corre-

sponding migration rules. Each migration rule (MR) describes a

particular edit step. The migration guide includes an ordered

list of migration rules and thereby describes the ordered

sequence of edit steps that need to be applied to a particular

current-state RBAC model to produce the corresponding

target-state RBAC model (see also Fig. 8). In other words, the

migration guide describes the modifications of a current-state

RBAC model so that the result conforms to the target-state

RBAC model.

Based on the nine difference classes described in Section

4.3, we define the following generic migration rules:

Remove rules:

Migration rule 1. Remove a constraint

A (mutual exclusion or binding) constraint that is not

included in the target-state RBAC model must be removed

from the current-state RBAC model.

Migration rule 2. Remove an assignment relation

An assignment relation that is not included in the target-

state RBAC model must be removed from the current-

state RBAC model.

Migration rule 3. Remove an artifact

An artifact (subject, role, permission/task) that is not

included in the target-state RBAC model must be removed

from the current-state RBAC model.

Change rules:

Migration rule 4. Rename an artifact

The name of an artifact in the current-state RBAC model

must match the name of the corresponding artifact in the

target-state RBAC model.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003
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Migration rule 5. Change an assignment relation

An assignment relation in the current-state RBAC model

must be equal to the comparable assignment relation in the

target-state RBAC model.

Migration rule 5.1. Change the source of an assignment

The source of an assignment relation in the current-state

RBAC model must be equal to the source of the compa-

rable assignment relation in the target-state RBACmodel.

Migration rule 5.2. Change the target of an assignment

The target of an assignment relation in the current-state

RBAC model must be equal to the target of the compara-

ble assignment relation in the target-state RBAC model.

Migration rule 6. Change the type of a constraint

The type of a (mutual exclusion or binding) constraint in the

current-state RBAC model must be equal to the type of the

comparable constraint in the target-state RBAC model.
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Add rules:

Migration rule 7. Add an artifact

An artifact that is included in the target-state RBAC model

but is absent in the current-state RBAC model must be

added to the current-state RBAC model.

Migration rule 8. Add an assignment relation

An assignment relation that is included in the target-state

RBAC model but is absent in the current-state RBAC

model must be added to the current-state RBAC model.

Migration rule 9. Add a constraint

A (mutual exclusion or binding) constraint that is included

in the target-state RBACmodel but is absent in the current-

state RBACmodel must be added to the current-state RBAC

model.

The migration guide recommends an ordered sequence of

migration rules. In general, this ordered sequence results from

the following heuristic: First and second, constraints and

assignment relations which are not included in the target-

state RBAC model are removed from the current-state RBAC

model (see MR 1 and MR 2). Third, RBAC artifacts that are not

included in the target-state model are removed from the

current-state model (see MR 3). Forth, artifact’s attributes are

changed in the current-state RBAC model in order to match a

comparable artifact from the target-state RBACmodel (see MR

4). Fifth, assignment relations are changed (see MR 5). A

change of an assignment relation is a change of its source or

target e for example the source of a role-to-subject assign-

ment is the corresponding role and the target is the respective

subject. Sixth, the (mutual exclusion or binding) constraints in

the current-state RBAC model are changed (see MR 6). Sev-

enth, eight, and ninth, missing RBAC artifacts (see MR 7),

assignment relations (seeMR 8), and constraints (seeMR 9) are

added to the current-state RBAC model.
6. Options for visualizing RBAC model
differences

In the following subsections, we discuss different options for

tool support of comparison techniques for RBAC models.

Because the comparison of arbitrary graphical models is

extremely complex and does not provide an additional benefit
Model 

(instance) level

target-state
RBAC model

future model

present model

current-state
RBAC model

Meta model

level

based on

based on

RBAC
metamodel

-

on via migration guides.
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Fig. 9 e Line-based visualization of differences.

Fig. 10 e Tree-based visualization of differences.
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for our purposes, we use a special-purpose XML format as a

textual representation of the corresponding RBAC models.

The XML documents describing the respective RBAC models

are then analyzed and compared. The different tool options

use symmetric delta or directed delta (see Section 3) to visu-

alize RBAC model differences and to assist the migration of

current-state to target-state RBAC models.

6.1. Line-based visualization of RBAC differences

In this type of comparison, eachmodel is considered as a piece

of text (e.g. via XML-based documents) for which a line-based

comparison is conducted. The lines of the text are compared

with each other to reveal added, deleted, and changed parts of

the text. However, the textual representation of the same

modelmay include structural differences that do not change a

model’s semantics. Examples of structural differences are

changed identifiers or a different element order. For example,

if an identifier differs for two otherwise similar artifacts, the

corresponding line representing this element is visualized as a

difference.

Fig. 9 shows an excerpt for the line-based metamodel in-

dependent comparison performed with Eclipse2 for the

models depicted in Fig. 5. Apart from the highlighting of

different identifiers in both models (e.g. in Line 2), this type of

comparison also highlights structural changes in the RBAC

model, such as the order of artifacts. Therefore, a line-based

comparison may suggest changes that are based on struc-

tural differences in the textual model representation but that

are not necessary from a semantic point of view. For instance,
2 http://eclipse.org/.
the comparison in Fig. 9 suggests to rename the task “Nego-

tiate credit” to “Approve contract” because these two tasks are

in the same line of the corresponding XML documents (Line 4).

Even the introduction of line breaks or tab-stops is shown as

difference between the models (Line 2).

6.2. Tree-based visualization of RBAC differences

Each XML document essentially describes a tree structure. A

tree-based comparison of two XML documents is significantly

more powerful than a line-based comparison due to the fact

that it is able to find similarities between differently ordered

artifacts. In the example from Fig. 10, the “Check credit

worthiness” task of the target-state RBAC model is the third

task in the correspondingXML tree (see left-hand side of Fig. 10)

which is comparedwith the first task of the current-state RBAC

model (right-hand side of Fig. 10). However, relations between

model artifactsarenot included ina tree-basedcomparison. For

example, in Fig. 10, the subject-binding (SB) constraint (indi-

cated via the “sb” attribute of the respective tasks) between the

bound tasks “Negotiate contract” and “Check credit worthi-

ness” is ignored because each of the two compared RBAC

models references the tasks via different identifiers.

A tree-based comparison allows us to define filters which

enable to choose elements and attributes that should be

ignored for comparison. For example, we can exclude element

identifiers in an RBAC comparison. A number of software tools

exist that support a tree-based comparison of XML docu-

ments. The comparison shown in Fig. 10 was conducted with

Altova DiffDog.3
3 http://www.altova.com/diffdog.

http://eclipse.org/
http://www.altova.com/diffdog
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Fig. 11 e Graph-based visualization of differences.
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6.3. Graph-based visualization of RBAC differences

In addition to the properties of tree-based model comparison,

graph-based approaches can consider (indirect) cross-

references between different elements in a graph (e.g.

expressed via attributes). Software tools such as EMF Compare

provide similarity-based matching techniques to support the

comparison of any kind of metamodel (see, e.g., (Brun and

Pierantonio, 2008)). Fig. 11 shows an example of a difference

calculation between the current-state RBAC model and the

target-state RBAC model in Fig. 5. This graph-based compari-

son is based on structural and semantic similarities rather

than persistent identifiers (see Section 3).

The difference model depicted in Fig. 11 shows how the

current-state RBAC model must be adapted to produce the

target-state RBAC model. The upper compartment of the

window shows the difference/change count. In this

example, the comparison revealed 30 differences between

the models. The lower compartment of the window is

divided in two separate panes. On the left-hand side it

shows the artifacts of the target-state RBAC model and on

the right-hand side the artifacts of the current-state RBAC

model. In these panes, deleted artifacts are surrounded by a

red frame (e.g., the role “Employee”), changed artifacts are

surrounded by a blue frame (e.g., the role “Bank Manager”)

and additional artifacts are surrounded by a green frame

(e.g., the role “Clerk”). However, this graph-based compar-

ison disregards a structural similarity between artifacts if

their names differ. Therefore, instead of simply renaming
Fig. 12 e Changes of task “ch
the role, this comparison suggests to remove “Employee”

and to add a new role “Clerk” to the current-state RBAC

model.

The differences shown in the upper compartment of the

window from Fig. 11 are expandable and reveal more details

about the corresponding modifications. For example, Fig. 12

shows an expanded view of five changes for the task “Check

credit worthiness”. The first change is a change of the task

identifier. In the EMF comparison, this change is specified as

Attribute id: EString in Task Check credit worthiness

has changed from ’csT3’ to ’tsT1’ (see Fig. 12). Second, a

task-to-role assignment relation is added between the role

“Clerk” and the “Check credit worthiness” task. Third, the

task-to-role assignment relation to role “Employee” is

removed. Fourth, a subject-binding has been added to the task

“Negotiate contract”. Fifth, the subject-binding to task

“Negotiate credit” has been removed.

6.4. Diagram-based visualization of RBAC differences

A diagram-based comparison between two models is a met-

amodel dependent comparison producing a symmetric delta.

It visualizes differences via coloring of different diagram ele-

ments (see Section 3). Fig. 13 shows an example for a diagram-

based comparison of the example in Fig. 5. The added ele-

ments and relations are colored green, the changed elements

and relations are colored blue, the elements and relations that

have to be removed are colored red, and the elements and

relations that are unchanged are colored gray. Examples of
eck credit worthiness”.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003
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Fig. 13 e Diagram-based visualization of differences.
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similar approaches are presented in (Ohst et al., 2003) and

(Schipper and Fuhrmann, 2009).

For example, Fig. 13 shows that the role “Bank Director”

must be removed from the current-state RBACmodel (colored

in red). For this reason the senior-role relation to the “Bank

Manager” role must also be removed. Similarly, the subject

“Bob” and the corresponding role-to-subject assignment

relation must be removed. To build the target-state RBAC

model, the role “Employee” of the current-state RBAC model

has to be renamed into “Clerk” (colored in blue) and the task

“Negotiate credit” task has to be renamed into “Negotiate

contract”. In addition, “Approve contract” is assigned to the

“Clerk” role (instead of “Bank Manager”), the role “Bank

Manager” assigned to “Alice” (instead of “Clerk”), and the type

of the task-based constraint between the two tasks “Negotiate

contract” and “Approve contract” is changed from an “SME”
Table 2 e Migration guide as an edit script.

MR 2 Remove role-to-subject assignment relation

between role Bank Manager and subject Bob.

MR 2 Remove role-to-role assignment relation

between senior-role Bank Director and

junior-role Bank Manager.

MR 3 Remove role Bank Director.

MR 3 Remove subject Bob.

MR 4 Rename role Employee to Clerk.

MR 4 Rename task Negotiate credit to Negotiate contract.

MR 5.1 Assign the role Bank Manager instead of

role Clerk to Alice.

MR 5.2 Assign the task Approve contract to role

Clerk instead of Bank Manager.

MR 6 Change the type of the mutual exclusion

constraint between the tasks Negotiate

contract and Approve contract from an SME

into a DME constraint.

MR 7 Add task Define credit policy.

MR 7 Add subject Claire.

MR 8 Add a role-to-subject assignment relation

between subject Claire and role Bank Manager.

MR 8 Add a role-to-role assignment relation

between senior-role Bank Manager and

junior-role Clerk.

MR 8 Add a task-to-role assignment relation

between role Bank Manager and task

Define credit policy.
(static mutual exclusion) into a “DME” (dynamic mutual

exclusion) constraint. Moreover, a new subject “Claire” and

the task “Define credit policy” e both assigned to the “Bank

Manager” role e have to be added to the current-state RBAC

model (colored in green). To conform to the target-state RBAC

model, we must also add a role-to-role assignment relation

between “Clerk” and “Bank Manager”.

Note that the original/previous names of changed artifacts

(i.e. the names of the current-state model) are not visible in

the diagram-based visualization. Therefore, the person

building the target-state RBAC model has to know which

name the artifacts have in the current-state RBAC model in

order to properly rename them.

6.5. Visualization of RBAC differences as an edit script

An edit script is an additional option to visualize differences

between RBACmodels. As discussed in Section 3, an edit script

describes a sequence of operations needed to convert one

model into another model. In other words, the operations

included in a particular edit script describe the differences

between the respective models. An edit script can be docu-

mented in a human-readable as well as in amachine-readable

form. If we use edit scripts in the migration of RBAC models,

we can also define a custom order for the corresponding edit

operations (see also Section 5). In particular, we can associate

each operation with its respective migration rule and thus

derive an ordered sequence of edit steps to migrate a current-

state RBACmodel to a target-state RBACmodel (see Section 5).

Table 2 shows an example of a corresponding edit script

including the migration rules for the RBAC models in Fig. 5.

Each row in the table defines exactly one migration rule e the

left column references the corresponding generic migration

rule (see Section 5) while the right column describes which

artifacts need to be adapted to produce the corresponding

target-state RBAC model. For example, the first row from

Table 2 refers to Migration Rule 2 and describes the edit oper-

ation “Remove role-to-subject assignment relation between

role Bank Manager and subject Bob”.
7. Comparative studies of the visualization
techniques

In this section, we describe two case studies that we con-

ducted to assess the different visualization options. Five in-

dividuals participated in each of the case studies (i.e. ten

individuals in total). The case studies were carefully designed

and conducted in accordance with well-documented guide-

lines for case study research (see (Benbasat et al., 1987;

Cavaye, 2008; Eisenhardt, 1989; Kitchenham et al., 1995;

Runeson and Höst, 2009)). In particular, Section 7.1 describes

our first case study which was designed to assess the overall

suitability of different visualization options for a migration

guide. In this case study, each participant applied each of the

visualization techniques discussed in Section 6 to migrate five

medium-sized current-state models into corresponding

target-state models. Our second case study is presented in

Section 7.2. It was designed to assess the scalability of the

different visualization options. To this end, each of the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003
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participants performed the migration of a large current-state

model into a respective target-state model.

In the context of design science research, an assessment of

an artifact or a technique is often done by comparison with

competing artifacts or techniques (see, e.g., (Hevner et al.,

2004)). Thus, for our comparative studies we first identified

criteria that should be used to assess the suitability of the

different techniques for RBAC model comparison and visual-
accuracy ¼ 1� number of deviations in the migrated model
total number of artifacts and relations in the target� state model
ization (see Sections 3 and 6). As a result, we identified the six

criteria shown in Table 3. In our studies, these criteria are

mainly used to assess the suitability of different visualization

options for a migration of RBAC models.
4 Because all of the models from our first case study are similar
in size, the scalability criterion was evaluated in a second case
study that included the migration of a much more complex RBAC
model (the results of the second case study are discussed below).
7.1. Case study on the suitability of different
visualization options

The first case study included the migration of five medium-

sized current-state RBAC models into corresponding target-

state RBAC models. Five different individuals participated in

the case study. Four of the participants own a Master’s degree

in Business Informatics, one participant owns a Ph.D. degree

in Business Informatics. The case study was designed so that

each participant applied each of the five visualization tech-

niques (see Section 6), and each visualization technique was

applied to each model. Moreover, to preclude learning effects,

the case study was designed so that each participant applied

each visualization technique exactly once to exactly one

model.

Table 4 shows the artifacts that were included in each of

the five models. In addition to the number of roles and tasks,

the table includes the number of task-to-role assignment

(TRA) and role-to-role assignment (RRA) relations.

After each of the five participants performed his/her

migration tasks, we conducted a four-phase evaluation of the

results. First, we measured the time that each of the partici-

pants needed to perform his/her five migration tasks. Table 5

shows the respective times (measured in minutes) and the

average for each visualization technique. In this case study,

the migrations conducted with edit scripts and with the

diagram-based visualization both required an average of

seven minutes, followed by the graph-based visualization

with an average of eight minutes. In contrast, the tree-based

and line-based visualizations required an average of twenty

and twenty-one minutes respectively.

Second, we inspected the models to check if the result of

the migration procedure (i.e. the migrated current-state RBAC

model) conforms to the respective target-state RBAC model.

Table 6 gives an overview for which models and visualization

options themigratedmodel conforms to the target-state RBAC

model. A “YES” indicates that themigratedmodel conforms to

the corresponding target-state model, while a “NO” indicates

that the migrated model does not conform to the respective

target-state model. In particular, only edit scripts always
resulted in a correct model and thereby in an accurate

migration.

To better understand how the different visualization op-

tions affect the migration task, we measure the accuracy of

each migrated model. The accuracy measure expresses what

percentage of the model artifacts and relations in the

migrated model conforms to the corresponding target-state

model. The accuracy measure is calculated as follows:
Thus, we first count the number of deviations for each

model and visualization. In particular, each modification

(change, addition, removal) or an omitted modification is

considered as deviation if it leads to a missing or an incorrect

task, role, task-to-role assignment relation, or role-to-role

assignment relation. The number of deviations is divided by

the total number of artifacts and relations included in the

target-state RBAC model. Table 7 shows the accuracy in per-

centage for each of the migrated models.

Third, we asked each participant to rank the visualization

techniques with respect to the criteria from Table 3 except for

the scalability criterion.4 For each of the criteria from Table 3

(except for the scalability criterion) the participants of our first

case study ranked the visualization options from first (1.) to

fifth (5.) place respectively. The ranking is defined on an

ordinal scale that does not include the size or the degree of

differences but a relation between the visualization options

(see (Siegel, 1957; Stevens, 1946)).

Fourth, we conducted semi-structured interviews (see, e.g.,

(Myers and Newman, 2007)) with each of the five participants

in order to receive a detailed verbal feedback on the pros and

cons of the different visualization techniques. The interviews

included the following questions:

� How did you conduct the migration using the diagram-

based visualization?

� How did you conduct the migration using the tree-based

visualization?

� How did you conduct the migration using the line-based

visualization?

� How did you conduct the migration using the graph-based

visualization?

� How did you conduct the migration using the edit script?

� In which sequence did you use the visualizations and

models for a migration?

� Do you think that the sequence in which you used the vi-

sualizations influenced your results?

� For which of the visualization techniques are you sure that

your results are correct?

� What was the greatest challenge?

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003


Table 3e Summary of evaluation criteria for visualization
options.

Clarity Extent to which the differences between

RBAC models that were derived with a

certain technique are understandable.

Completeness Extent to which the differences between

RBAC models that were derived with a

certain technique describe all necessary

information for a migration.

Conciseness Extent to which a technique produces

precise descriptions of the differences

between RBAC models.

Expressiveness Extent to which a technique considers

the syntax and semantics of RBAC models.

Practicality Extent to which the differences between

RBAC models require specific knowledge to

use them for the migration.

Scalability Effort for using a specific technique to

migrate RBAC models with increasing

complexity.
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� Did you require additional information to conduct the

migration?

� Do you have any suggestions for improvement?

� Which visualization would you use if you have to conduct

another migration?

Below, we summarize the results of the first case study. In

particular, we shortly discuss the results of the interviews and

the assessment concerning the criteria from Table 3.

The clarity criterion is defined as a measure to evaluate if

the differences (i.e. the migration steps) between RBAC

models require extra knowledge and interpretation to read

and understand them. Table 8 shows the ranking with respect

to the clarity criterion. All the participants in our studies had

specific knowledge on the underlying RBAC metamodel (see

(Strembeck and Mendling, 2011)) which is required to under-

stand differences between RBAC models. An edit script rep-

resents the migration steps in natural language. Hence, edit

scripts do not require knowledge of a specific modeling lan-

guage or notation. For this reason, the participants ranked edit

scripts first for the clarity criterion. In a diagram-based visu-

alization, the user has to differentiate between four coloring

schemes e green for additions, red for removals, blue for

changes and gray for unchanged elements (of course, other

coloring schemes are possible). Therefore, the interpretation

of these coloring differences require a (moderate) extra

knowledge on how the different colors must be interpreted. A

user of a graph-based visualization requires knowledge about

the respective tool (i.e. the software tool that generates the

graph) and its specific way of visualizing differences (see

Fig. 12). The diagram-based and graph-based visualizations

are ranked on a shared second place. The line-based and tree-

based visualizations were perceived as the most cumbersome

visualizations.

If a technique is able to visualize all information that is

necessary to conduct a migration of RBAC models we define

it as complete. Note that this criterion does not evaluate the

precision or required knowledge to understand and use the

visualization option for a migration. These aspects are

captured via the clarity, conciseness, and practicality

criteria respectively. Table 9 shows the ranking with respect

to the completeness criterion. Except for the diagram-based

visualization each visualization option includes all neces-

sary information for a migration. This is because the se-

curity expert who conducts the migration must be familiar

with the artifacts and relations of the current-state RBAC

model, e.g. to identify artifacts that are renamed (see also

Sections 3 and 6). Again, in average the edit scripts were

ranked first, followed by the graph-based and diagram-

based visualization options. Thus, although the diagram-

based visualization does not include all migration-relevant

information it was preferred over the line-based and tree-

based options.

The conciseness criterion evaluates if a technique pro-

duces precise migration operations. Table 10 shows the

ranking with respect to the conciseness criterion. At best a

certain technique would provide an ordered list of migration

operations that can be performed consecutively to produce

the target-state RBAC model. Moreover, it is an advantage if

each migration operation results in a consistent RBAC model.
For example, removing a role before removing corresponding

role-to-role assignment relations can result in an inconsistent

RBAC model. Furthermore, we denote a technique as being

more precise if it identifies a single migration operation for a

certain change in the model. This means, a technique is less

precise if more than one migration operation is used to de-

scribes a single change (e.g. removing an artifact and adding a

new artifact instead of renaming an existing artifact). For the

conciseness criterion, the tree-based and the line-based vi-

sualizations are ranked last. Depending on themodels and the

respective software tool, the tree-based visualization may

result in a comparatively low number of differences. However,

these differences often include more than one change and

therefore result in more than one migration operation.

Moreover, the tree-based visualization sometimes subsumes

differences that are unrelated from a semantic point of view.

This property, again, results in an imprecise list of migration

operations. The line-based visualization neither includes an

ordered sequence of changes nor has it the lowest amount of

differences and resulting migration operations. From the

diagram-based visualization it is not obvious in which order

the changes have to be applied to preserve a consistent RBAC

model after each migration step. In the same way, the graph-

based visualizations does not describe the order of changes for

a migration. The graph-based visualization does, however,

contain a lower amount of change operations. The edit script

visualization was perceived as the most concise option (see

Table 10).

The expressiveness criterion assesses to which extend a

technique is able to consider the syntax and semantics of

RBAC models. Table 11 shows the ranking with respect to the

expressiveness criterion. For this criterion, line-based model

comparison techniques do not consider the structural or se-

mantic similarities at all. Tree-based approaches are more

flexible because they can consider the order of different ar-

tifacts. However, they limited since relations between

different model artifacts are ignored. Thus, tree-based com-

parison techniques do not consider all structural or semantic

similarities that are required for the comparison of RBAC

models. Therefore, line-based and tree-based comparison

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003
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Table 4 e Number elements for the models from our first
case study.

Roles Tasks TRA RRA

Current-state RBAC model

Model 1 4 8 11 0

Model 2 5 11 14 0

Model 3 1 5 5 0

Model 4 4 15 16 0

Model 5 4 15 16 0

Target-state RBAC model

Model 1 4 8 11 0

Model 2 7 12 14 3

Model 3 2 5 5 1

Model 4 6 15 19 2

Model 5 6 15 17 2

Table 5 e Time for migration (in minutes).

Line Tree Graph Diagram Edit script

Participant 1 25 15 10 5 10

Participant 2 25 17 5 5 1

Participant 3 9 28 20 5 8

Participant 4 20 19 2 8 2

Participant 5 25 20 5 10 7

Average 21 20 8 7 7

Table 6 e Conformance of the migrated model with the
target-state model.

Line Tree Graph Diagram Edit script

Model 1 YES YES YES NO YES

Model 2 NO NO NO YES YES

Model 3 YES NO NO YES YES

Model 4 NO NO YES YES YES

Model 5 NO NO YES NO YES
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techniques are ranked in the last place for the expressiveness

criterion.5 In general, a language-specific graph-based

approach is more appropriate than a line- or tree-based

comparison because it builds a difference model consid-

ering (indirect) relations between model elements. An RBAC-

specific edit script (e.g. resulting from a customized graph-

based approach, see Section 8) and a customized diagram-

based visualization enable to consider the language-specific

syntax and semantics of RBAC models in a comparison. In

the case study, the participants ranked edit scripts ahead of

graph-based and diagram-based visualizations (see Table 11).

The practicality criterion is defined as the amount of

knowledge that is required to use the visualized differences

for a migration. Table 12 shows the ranking with respect to

the practicality criterion. Edit scripts document an ordered

sequence of steps that can be used to directly migrate a

current-state to a target-state RBAC model. Thus, they do not

require extra (technique-specific) knowledge to conduct a

migration. Each participant of the case study perceived edit

scripts as the best option. The diagram-based and graph-

based visualization are ranked in a shared second place. For

the diagram-based visualization, the user conducting the

migration must be familiar with the modeling language that

is used to visualize the RBAC models. In a similar way, the
5 Although the tree-based visualization is able to consider the
order of different artifacts, some participants ranked the line-
based visualization ahead of the tree-based visualization. In the
semi-structured interviews, the participants explained that they
were more familiar with the textual XML representation of RBAC
models and are therefore able to identify the syntax and se-
mantics of RBAC in plain XML documents better than via the
respective tree-based visualization.
user also needs specific knowledge about the respective tool

to interpret the results of a graph-based visualization. The

line-based and tree-based visualizations are ranked in the

shared last place. For the line-based visualization we require

knowledge of the respective document format and structure

to interpret the differences between RBAC models and to use

them for a migration. The same type of knowledge is

required for the tree-based visualization. In addition, we

might need specific knowledge about the respective software

tool and its way of visualizing the differences to use them for

a migration.
7.2. Case study on the scalability of different
visualization options

In order to assess the scalability criterion (see Table 3), our

second case study included the migration of a large current-

state RBAC model into a corresponding target-state model.

The current-state RBAC model includes 25 roles, 97 tasks, 112

task-to-role assignment relations. The respective target-state

RBAC model includes 19 roles, 99 tasks, 9 role-to-role assign-

ment relations, and 112 task-to-role assignment relations.

Again, five different individuals participated in this study.

Each of the participants owns a Master’s degree in Computer

Science or Business Informatics. To preclude learning effects,

the participants from the second study were different from

the participants in the first study (i.e. none of the participants

attended both case studies). The case study was designed so

that each participant applied one of the five visualization

techniques (see Section 6).

After the case study, we performed a two-phase evaluation

of the results. First we conducted semi-structured interviews

with each of the five participants. Because the case study

included the migration of a large RBACmodel, each migration

was significantly more time consuming than the migration of

the medium-size models from the first case study (see dis-

cussion below). Moreover, each of the participants in the

second study applied exactly one of the visualization tech-

niques. Therefore, the questions for the semi-structured in-

terviews are slightly different from the questions from the

first study:

� How did you conduct the migration?

� Are you convinced that your results are correct?

� What was the greatest challenge?

� Did you require additional information?

� Do you have any suggestions for improvement?

� Would you use the visualization again for another

migration?

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003
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Table 7 e Accuracy of the migrated models.

Line Tree Graph Diagram Edit script

Model 1 100% 100% 100% 82.61% 100%

Model 2 80.56% 52.78% 97.22% 100% 100%

Model 3 100% 92.31% 92.31% 100% 100%

Model 4 76.19% 92.86% 100% 100% 100%

Model 5 52.50% 82.50% 100% 97.50% 100%

Table 8 e Ranking with respect to the clarity criterion.

Line Tree Graph Diagram Edit script

Participant 1 5 4 3 2 1

Participant 2 5 4 3 2 1

Participant 3 3 4 2 5 1

Participant 4 5 4 1 1 1

Participant 5 4 5 3 2 1

Average 4.4 4.2 2.4 2.4 1

Ranking: 1 (best) e 5 (weakest).

Table 9 e Ranking with respect to the completeness
criterion.

Line Tree Graph Diagram Edit script

Participant 1 5 4 3 2 1

Participant 2 5 4 2 3 1

Participant 3 1 2 3 5 3

Participant 4 4 4 1 1 1

Participant 5 1 5 2 2 2

Average 3.2 3.8 2.2 2.6 1.6

Ranking: 1 (best) e 5 (weakest).

Table 10 e Ranking with respect to the conciseness
criterion.

Line Tree Graph Diagram Edit script

Participant 1 5 4 2 3 1

Participant 2 5 4 2 3 1

Participant 3 3 3 2 5 1

Participant 4 4 4 1 1 1

Participant 5 1 5 2 2 2

Average 3.6 4 1.8 2.8 1.2

Ranking: 1 (best) e 5 (weakest).
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During the case study, one of the authors was present to

observe the experiment and offer guidance if necessary.

Assistance was especially required to conduct the migration

with the line-based, tree-based, and diagram-based visuali-

zations. However, in spite of our assistance, the participants

conducting the migration with the line-based and the tree-

based visualization were not able to finish and aborted the

migration after two hours. Table 13 shows the respective

times and the resulting accuracy for the different visualiza-

tion techniques.

Afterwards, in the semi-structured interview, these two

participants said that on the one hand these visualizations

contain more information than they needed (i.e. not only the

changed artifacts and artifact relations) and on the other hand

they would require different types of tool support to conduct a

migration on the basis of line-based and tree-based visualiza-

tions. For example, one participant suggested to implement a

script to sort and filter (parts of) the visualization information.

The scalability criterion is used to assess how a certain

technique scales for the migration of RBAC models with an

increasing complexity. The experiences in our studies show

that the effort for using line-based and tree-based visualiza-

tions tomigrateRBACmodelswas veryhigh. Therefore,wecan

confirm the findings reported in the literature (see, e.g.,

(Altmanninger et al., 2009; Wenzel, 2008)) that line-based

model comparison techniques are hardly human-readable

for large and complex real-world models. In addition, we can

report the same finding for tree-based visualizations. In gen-

eral, a diagram-based comparison can be used to visualize all

differences and respective modifications of the current-state

RBAC model. However, considering the size and complexity

of real-world models, all changes shown in a single diagram

(including unchanged artifacts) make a diagram-based visu-

alization complex and cluttered. Moreover, existing research

indicates that the size and complexity of a model has a sig-

nificant impact on model comprehensibility (see, e.g., (Bowen

et al., 2009; Moody, 2009; Reijers and Mendling, 2011; Sweller,

1988)). The graph-based visualization and edit scripts are
most suitable with respect to the scalability criterion because

theydoonlydependon thenumberofdifferences between two

models andarenot affectedby thenumberof artifacts anRBAC

model includes. Moreover, in the second case study only the

graph-based visualization and edit scripts resulted in a correct

(i.e. 100% accuracy) target-state model. However, edit scripts

are significantly more time efficient (see Table 13).

In summary, our comparative studies showed that edit

scripts are themost suitable visualization option formigration

guides. In particular, edit scripts can consider the language-

specific syntax and semantics of RBAC models. In contrast

to line-based, tree-based, graph-based, and diagram-based

visualizations, an edit script documents a concise sequence

of migration operations which is human-readable and does

not require knowledge of a specific modeling language or

document format for its understanding. For these reasons, we

chose edit scripts as the base technique for the implementa-

tion of our software tool (see Section 8).
8. Implementation of the migration guide
software tool

With respect to the discussions in Sections 6 and 7, edit scripts

are a flexible and very expressive means for the definition of

migration rules. Therefore, we chose to use edit scripts as base

technique for the implementation of our migration guide.

In general, each difference calculation (line-based, tree-

based, graph-based, or diagram-based) can be used to derive

a migration guide. However, the graph-based visualization of

differences is especially well-suited for our purposes because

it does not consider the order of artifacts but in turn the as-

sociations among artifacts in a model. For this reason, we use

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003
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Listing 1 e Excerpt of an XML-based difference model.
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a graph-based difference calculation to derive a difference

model and then use automated model transformations to

generate a corresponding edit script from the difference

model. In particular, the graph-based difference calculation

available in the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) (Steinberg

et al., 2008) (via EMF Compare (Brun and Pierantonio, 2008)) fits

our requirements to implement the migration guide. This is

because EMF Compare is an open-source project6 which pro-

vides a variety of components designed for extensibility.

Fig. 14 gives an overview of the different steps that are sup-

ported by our tool implementation. Moreover, Fig. 14 also in-

dicates which of the EMF Compare components we extended

(black) and which were merely reused (gray).

In order to enable the loading and editing of RBAC models

in Eclipse, we followed the process of plug-in development

with EMF (see, e.g., (Griffin, 2002)). First, we built an Ecore

metamodel describing the syntax and the semantics of our

RBAC models. Ecore models can be serialized using the XML

Metadata Interchange (XMI) standard (MOF 2.0/XMI Mapping

Specification, 2007). For our purposes, the Ecore metamodel

for RBAC is based on the generic metamodel for process-

related RBAC models from (Strembeck and Mendling, 2011).

Based on this metamodel we built an editor and a corre-

sponding Eclipse plugin. In this way, we are able to load RBAC

models into Eclipse, manipulate them in a customized editor,

and use them for the derivation of the migration guide.

Moreover, we added an extension to append our newly

defined RBACmodel file type to the EMF Compare framework.

Next, we customized the implementation of the matching

and differencing algorithms in EMF Compare to allow for a

tailored similarity-based matching of RBAC models (see also

Fig. 14). For this purpose, we extended the generic matching

and difference engine (see (Brun and Pierantonio, 2008)) and

adapted the respective procedures to enable the processing of

RBAC-specific syntax and semantics. Per default, EMF

Compare compares the names of two artifacts (of the same

type) to decide if these artifacts match. With our adaptations

for EMF Compare, we are able to compare the string repre-

sentations of two given RBAC artifacts and return a value

between 0 and 1. For the migration guide, we customized the

generic match engine so that it considers two artifacts of the

same type (except subjects) as similar if the return value of the

comparison procedure is greater then 0.7.7 In this way, our

customized comparison procedure favors the context of an

artifact over the artifact’s name to identify renamed artifacts

(see Section 4.2). For example, our matching algorithm sug-

gests that the role “Employee” in the current-state RBAC

model is similar to the role “Clerk” in the target-state RBAC

model (see Fig. 15). The resulting change of this matching is

the renaming of the role “Employee” into “Clerk”.

In contrast to the graph-based comparison described in

Section 6.3, our customized comparison procedure results in a

more precise difference model. In the example, our difference

calculation identifies 24 instead of 30 differences (see Fig. 15).

Note that this reduction in the number of differences means
6 http://wiki.eclipse.org/EMF_Compare.
7 Note that this value is not hard-coded and can be modified if

necessary. However, a threshold of 0.7 has produced the best
results in our experiments.
that we have more precise descriptions of the differences.

Hence, we typically have fewer change operations because we

can, for example, simply rename an artifact instead of delet-

ing it and creating a new artifact (see also Section 7).

For the RBAC-specific differencing (see Fig. 14), we

extended the EMF Compare attribute checker to ignore artifact

identifiers in a comparison. The identifier is important to

reference an artifact in a model. However, it is irrelevant for

the comparison of two RBAC models. Therefore, we specify

that this attribute is ignored for computing the difference

between two RBAC models (see also Section 5). In a similar

way, we ignore upper and lower case letters in a comparison

of artifact names.

In a final step, we customized the export functionality of

EMF Compare. In particular, we use the RBAC difference

model to derive themigration guide (see Section 2 and Fig. 16).

All differences that can be represented in such a model are

specified via the EMF Compare difference metamodel.8 For

example, we use the UpdateAttribute element to derive a

Migration Rule 4 (see Section 5). A corresponding example of

the XML representation for this element is shown in Listing 1.
Listing 1 shows a change of an artifact’s attribute as an

example for a model difference. In the XML-based difference

model such a change is documented via the dif-

f:UpdateAttribute (Line 1 of Listing 1). For the RBAC com-

parison this means that the value of an attribute has changed,

i.e. a property of an artifact in the current-state RBAC model

has to be adapted to produce the target-state RBACmodel. The

attribute that needs to be changed is shown in Line 2 (name).

The direction of the change is defined via the corresponding

leftElement (Line 3) and rightElement (Line 4). For our

RBAC comparison, the leftElement identifies the artifact

from the target-state RBAC model and the rightElement

identifies the corresponding artifact in the current-state RBAC

model that has to be changed. The attribute that is to be

changed is referenced via its identifier (Lines 3 and 4). With

respect to our example in Fig. 5, this change means that the

task “Negotiate credit” in the current-state has to be renamed

into “Negotiate contract” to conform to the target-state RBAC

model.

In addition, we can derive new assignment relations and

constraints (i.e. assignment relations and constraints that

must be added to the current-state RBAC model) from the

ReferenceChangeLeftTarget. In contrast, assignment rela-

tion and constraints that have to be removed are identified via

the ReferenceChangeRightTarget element. Subject, roles,
8 The complete metamodel is available at http://help.eclipse.
org/helios/topic/org.eclipse.emf.compare.doc/tutorials/Using_
Compare_Services.html.

http://wiki.eclipse.org/EMF_Compare
http://help.eclipse.org/helios/topic/org.eclipse.emf.compare.doc/tutorials/Using_Compare_Services.html
http://help.eclipse.org/helios/topic/org.eclipse.emf.compare.doc/tutorials/Using_Compare_Services.html
http://help.eclipse.org/helios/topic/org.eclipse.emf.compare.doc/tutorials/Using_Compare_Services.html
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003
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Table 11 e Ranking with respect to the expressiveness
criterion.

Line Tree Graph Diagram Edit script

Participant 1 5 4 2 3 1

Participant 2 5 4 3 1 2

Participant 3 3 4 1 5 1

Participant 4 4 5 2 1 2

Participant 5 2 3 4 1 4

Average 3.8 4 2.4 2.2 2

Ranking: 1 (best) e 5 (weakest).
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and permissions/tasks thatmust be added to the current-state

model or removed from the current-state model are derived

from the ModelElementChangeRightTarget and Mod-

elElementChangeLeftTarget elements respectively. In case

a removed constraint (Migration Rule 1, see Section 5) is

related to a corresponding added constraint (Migration Rule 9,

see Section 5) we merge both operations to define a single

change operation for the respective constraint (Migration Rule

6, see Section 5). In a similar way, we identify a changed

assignment relation (Migration Rule 5, see Section 5) by

checking the source and target nodes of removed and added

assignment relations.

In order to visualize and store the migration guide we

defined a customized export function. In particular, we imple-

mented a respective extension (see, e.g., (des Riviéres and

Wiegand, 2004)) for the “export extension point” of EMF

Compare (see Fig. 14). Listing 2 shows an excerpt of the corre-

sponding configuration file. In particular, the configuration file

refers to the respective extension point (org.eclip-

se.emf.compare.ui.export). Furthermore, it shows the ac-

tion that is performed (org.eclipse.emf.compare.

examples.export.rbac.action.RBACExportAction) for an

export of RBAC files (i.e. files with the rbac file extension).
Listing 2 e Extending export functionality of EMF compare.

9 Higher-level entities: Habilitation applicant, Senate, Rector’s
Council, Equal Opportunities Working Group, Habilitation Committee,
Chair of involved Department, Chair of not involved Department,
Research Associates of the WU, Full Professors of WU, and Experts.
Associated entities: Member of Senate, Chair of Senate, Full Professors
of Senate, Chair of Habilitation Committee, Senior of Habilitation
Committee, Members of Habilitation Committee, Curia of Full Pro-
fessors, and FPA, Member of RA and CAP, Full Professors and habili-
tated Associates of WU. “FPA” is an abbreviation for “Full Professors
Association, “RA” for “Research Associates”, and “CAP” for
“Committee for Academic Programs”.
In summary, an eclipse application that includes our plu-

gin and the corresponding extensions enables the comparison

of RBAC models and supports the export of the resulting

migration guide. Furthermore, we use the customized export

format to visualize the migration guide as an “edit script” (see

also Sections 3 and 6, as well as Fig. 14). Fig. 16 shows a

screenshot of our Migration Guide plugin for EMF Compare. In

particular, the figure highlights the three main steps in the

comparison of two RBAC models. The first step is the com-

parison of two RBAC files. In the second step we export the

migration guide in a machine-readable format. Finally, the

third step visualizes the migration guide as an ordered

sequence of migration rules. In essence, our customizations

and the conversion of the difference model results in the

human-readable version of the migration guide.
9. Experimental evaluation of the software
tool

In Section 7, we discussed our comparative studies of the

different visualization options. Based on the results from

these studies, we chose edit scripts as the base technique for

the implementation of the migration guide software tool.

However, because “evaluation includes the integration of the

artifact within the technical infrastructure of the business

environment” (Hevner et al., 2004), we also conducted an

experimental evaluation of our migration guide software tool.

A common result of the experiences we gained from our

role engineering projects (see Section 1.2) is the demand for

systematic and tool-supported procedures for the derivation

of role engineering artifacts and for the migration of current-

state to target-state RBAC models. Therefore, we first devel-

oped an approach to derive current-state RBAC artifacts from

process execution histories (see (Baumgrass, 2011; Baumgrass

et al., 2012)) and an approach to derive target-state RBAC ar-

tifacts from process and scenario models (see (Baumgrass

et al., 2011)). In this paper, these approaches serve as a start-

ing point and input for the generation of the migration guide.

In essence, we conducted a case study for the experimental

evaluation of the migration guide software tool (see, e.g.,

(Eisenhardt, 1989; Runeson and Höst, 2009)). The case study is

based on complex real-life business process that defines how

researchers can receive their postdoctoral lecture qualifica-

tion (called “habilitation” or “venia docendi”) at WU Vienna e

(Senat der Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien, 2012) provides a tex-

tual description of the respective processes (including proce-

dural and legal details). For our case study, we first translated

the textual into graphical BPMN models (OMG, 2010). The

resulting BPMN process models include 10 different higher-

level entities and 9 associated entities.9 Furthermore, the

process models include 69 tasks, 3 embedded subprocesses, 4

collapsed subprocesses performed, as well as 38 message

flows between the different entities.

After defining the BPMN models, we applied the approach

from (Baumgrass et al., 2011) to automatically derive target-

state RBAC artifacts from these models. The resulting target-

state RBAC model is composed of 19 roles, 99 tasks, 9 role-

to-role assignment relations, and 112 task-to-role assign-

ment relations. Furthermore, we generated process execution

histories via the CPN Tools process simulation feature (see (de

Medeiros and Günther, 2005; Jensen et al., 2007)) to derive

current-state RBAC artifacts (as described in (Baumgrass,

2011; Baumgrass et al., 2012)). The respective process execu-

tion histories were used to derive a current-state RBAC model

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003
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Table 12 e Ranking with respect to the practicality
criterion.

Line Tree Graph Diagram Edit script

Participant 1 5 4 3 2 1

Participant 2 5 4 3 2 1

Participant 3 3 4 2 4 1

Participant 4 4 4 2 3 1

Participant 5 4 5 3 2 1

Average 4.2 4.2 2.6 2.6 1

Ranking: 1 (best) e 5 (weakest).

Table 13 e Time and accuracy for the migration of a large
RBAC model.

Line Tree Graph Diagram Edit script

Time >2 h >2 h 1 h 1 h 40 min

Accuracy aborted aborted 100% 93.31% 100%
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containing 25 roles, 97 tasks, 112 task-to-role assignment re-

lations as well as 122 subjects with 399 role-to-subject

assignment relations. The current-state and the target-state

RBAC models are then fed into the migration guide tool (see

Section 8). For the sake of reproducibility, we removed the

subjects from the current-state RBAC model and replaced the

automatically computed role names with sequential

numbers.

Next, we used our tool to derive the corresponding migra-

tion guide (see Section 8). This migration guide includes 84

migration rules10. Fig. 17 shows a matrix for the derived task-

to-role assignment relations of the current-state and the

target-state RBAC models. In Fig. 17, directly assigned tasks

are colored in black and inherited tasks are colored in gray.

Furthermore, the figure shows the matching of roles from the

current-state RBAC model with roles of the target-state RBAC

model. Changed roles or tasks are framed either in green (for

added artifacts) or red (for removed artifacts). For example,

the green vertical frame on the right-hand side of Fig. 17

highlights the two roles Research Associate of WU and Habilita-

tion applicant that are added in the target-state RBACmodel. In

particular, the addition of these roles results from merging

roles with identical tasks that were included in the current-

state RBAC model. Furthermore, the target-state RBAC

model includes a role-hierarchy. For this reason, the context

of the roles Research Associate of WU and Habilitation applicant

automatically differs slightly from the corresponding roles in

the current-state RBAC model.

Subsequently, we used the migration guide to modify the

current-state RBAC model. The migration was conducted

stepwise until all migration rules were applied. Because the
10 In particular, the 84 migration rules include 22 removed task-
to-role assignment relations (Migration Rule 2 from Section 5), 8
removed roles and 1 removed task (Migration Rule 3 from Section
5), 17 renamed roles (Migration Rule 4 from Section 5), 2 added
roles and 3 added tasks (Migration Rule 7 from Section 5), 9 added
role-hierarchies and 22 added task-to-role assignment relations
(Migration Rule 8 from Section 5).
removal of a role or a task from an RBACmodel automatically

includes the removal of all associations of the respective ar-

tifacts, the migration could be conducted on the basis of 64

(instead of 84)migration rules because 20 out of 22 task-to-role

assignment changes were associated with the removal of a

related role.
10. Related work

Table 14 shows an overview of related work on RBAC model

migration.11 With respect to the different dimensions dis-

cussed above, we use a O if a related approach provides similar

or comparable support for a certain concept, and a B if a

related approach provides at least partial support for a

particular concept.

A number of approaches for policy analysis focus on policy

verification, conflict detection, and similarity detection. Most

of these approaches are either based on model checking (see,

e.g., (Fisler et al., 2005)), the Boolean satisfiability problem (see,

e.g., (Kolovski et al., 2007)), or graph transformation (see, e.g.,

(Koch et al., 2001)). In general, these approaches mainly focus

on the policy similarity analysis but do not discuss the direct

impact or usage for an RBAC model migration.

In (Fisler et al., 2005), a research prototype called Margrave

is presented to verify, analyze, and compare access-control

policies defined via the eXtensible Access Control Markup

Language (XACML). The change impact analysis of Margrave

enables a comparison to reveal changes between two XACML

policies. Kolovski et al. (Kolovski et al., 2007) provide a

formalization of XACML for a verification and a change impact

analysis, while Mazzoleni et al. (Mazzoleni et al., 2008)

describe the policy similarity process and policy integration

algorithms for XACML. From these three approaches,

Margrave is most similar to our approach (see Table 14).

Margrave enables the tool-supported matching and differ-

encing of RBAC models defined via XACML and is able to

visualize the differences. However, Margrave aims to identify

if the combination of policies causes violations of access

control properties defined in the policies rather than sup-

porting a migration from one RBAC model to another RBAC

model.

In (Fuchs, 2009), Fuchs and Müller present a catalog of use

cases describing potential changes in the access control sys-

tem of an organization, e.g. if an employee is assigned to a

new position. The approach is implemented in the checkROLE

tool and enables a role manager to identify discrepancies be-

tween a valid security definition and the present situation

within an organization. Thus, checkROLE provides a tool-

supported matching and differencing of access control

models. In checkROLE, the access control policies are defined

in busiROLE (Fuchs and Preis, 2008). Though similar, the

checkROLE approach differs from our migration guide

approach. In particular, the role managers have to interpret

the changes for a migration of RBAC models. Although the

differences are presented in a human-readable format which
11 Further approaches which are in some aspects related but
have a different focus are not included in the table. Nevertheless,
they are also discussed in this section.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003
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Fig. 14 e Tasks supported by our EMF compare extension (RBAC-specific loading, matching, differencing and migration).

Fig. 15 e Customized EMF comparison between two RBAC

models.
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is similar to our approach, checkROLE does not propose spe-

cific operations that can be used to migrate RBAC models.

The RoleUpdater (Hu et al., 2010a, 2010b) is a tool that uses

model checking techniques to provide suggestions how to

update an access control system. In particular, one has to

formulate update requests representing specific properties of

an RBAC model that are fed into the RoleUpdater. The

RoleUpdater then checks if a security definition (i.e. a property

of an RBAC model) is already supported. If it is not yet sup-

ported it gives an example how the definition can be added to

the system. Different from our approach, the security expert

must formalize the target-state RBAC model via RoleUpdater

requests, check whether the requests are satisfied, and may

then use the generated update operations to modify the cur-

rent RBAC model. Thus, RoleUpdater is request-driven e it

focuses on model checking and is able to present updates in

the form of assign and revoke actions, whereas our approach

uses model comparison techniques and visualizes all differ-

ences between two RBAC models in order to support the

migration to a target-state RBAC model.

Evaluating the similarity of access control policies can be

seen as a preliminary step for policy analysis and comparison.

In (Lin et al., 2007), Lin et al. present a policy similarity mea-

sure for XACML-based policies. The approach can detect the

most similar policies from a given policy-set and then uses the

result of the similarity check as a starting point for policy

merging. Moreover, Lin et al. (Lin et al., 2010) developed EXAM

(Environment for XACML policy Analysis andManagement) as

an environment for a variety of policy analysis. The core

component of EXAM is the policy similarity analyzer for
XACML policies. For a comparison, policies are formalized as

MTBDDs (Multi-Terminal Binary Decision Diagram) and

combined to run policy analysis queries. Similar to Margrave,

policy analysis queries in EXAM are used to check if certain

properties hold in a given policy-set rather than providing

specific operations for a migration of RBAC models (see Table

14). EXAM uses the comparison for merging access control

policies and to decide which resources can be shared between

different parties/users. In contrast, our approach applies

model comparison techniques to reveal differences between

different versions of an RBAC model.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003


Fig. 16 e RBAC comparison in EMF compare including the resulting migration guide.

12 http://www.informatik.uni-kiel.de/rtsys/kieler/.
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In (Backes et al., 2004), Backes et al. present an approach for

the comparison of privacy policies. This comparison is con-

ducted to check whether one policy refines another. However,

it does not support themigration of a policy-set. Furthermore,

Koch et al. (Koch et al., 2001) formalize modifications for the

evolution, integration, and transition of access control pol-

icies. They use graph transformation techniques to represent

policy changes and to enable the integration of discretionary

access control policies or lattice-based access control policies.

Thus, the approach is mainly used to specify changes and

does not provide a dedicated migration support.

In addition, the huge body of work onmodel comparison is

directly related to the approach presented in this paper. For

example, EMF Compare (Brun and Pierantonio, 2008) provides

an approach for a differences calculation. It allows to

customize the matching and difference calculation. In our

approach, we extended EMF Compare to provide a migration

guide software tool for RBAC models (see Section 8).

Moreover, the Epsilon Comparison Language (ECL) (see,

e.g., (Kolovos, 2009; Williams et al., 2011)) enables a language-

specific rule-based matching for models (based on arbitrary

metamodels). Thus, ECL could be used to specify thematching

of RBAC models but it does not support the corresponding

difference calculation. Yet, ECL can be integrated as matching

module in the EMF Compare Framework. Therefore, the

combination of ECL with EMF Compare provides partial sup-

port for the differencing and visualization of RBAC models.

The graph-based visualization of EMF Compare can, in prin-

ciple, be used to support the migration of RBAC models (see

Section 6.3).

In (Cicchetti et al., 2007), Cicchetti et al. present a meta-

model independent approach for the representation of model

differences. Their approach is implemented via the Atlas

Transformation Language (ATL). In particular, Cicchetti et al.

provide a generic approach to express the modifications that

have to be performed on the initial version of a given model

(e.g., a current-state RBACmodel) in order to produce another

model (e.g., a target-state RBAC model). Thus, the difference
model representation via ATL can be seen as an alternative to

the EMF Compare difference metamodel that we used for the

implementation of our migration guide (see Section 8).

However, in comparison to our approach, Cicchetti et al.

focus on the tool-supported representation of model differ-

ences and do not consider a customization of the matching

or the difference calculation for a language-specific model

comparison.

In the context of model comparison, the representation

and visualization of difference models is of high importance.

A number of existing approaches aims to improve the read-

ability and interpretation of difference models that are

defined via edit scripts, coloring schemes, or through a com-

bination of both (see, e.g., (Kim et al., 2009; Ohst et al., 2003;

Schipper and Fuhrmann, 2009; Wenzel, 2008)). For instance,

Ohst et al. (Ohst et al., 2003) discuss the detection of differ-

ences between two versions of software design documents

(e.g., UML class diagrams). However, they focus on the suit-

ability and the improvement of coloring techniques to visu-

alize structural changes. Kim and Notkin (Kim et al., 2009)

present a similar technique that infers program differences as

logic rules.

In (Schipper and Fuhrmann, 2009), Schipper et al. discuss

different alternatives to display differences between

graphical models. To evaluate different coloring tech-

niques, they provide a prototypical implementation in

KIELER.12 KIELER is based on Eclipse and uses the default

comparison algorithms of EMF Compare. Another diagram-

based visualization is proposed by Wenzel (Wenzel, 2008).

He proposes a scalable presentation of model differences

based on polymetric views for a better comprehension of

changes in large and complex models. Our comparative

studies (see Section 7) showed that edit scripts are a suit-

able means to define migration rules. However, a custom-

ized visual comparison of RBAC model diagrams (based on

http://www.informatik.uni-kiel.de/rtsys/kieler/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.istr.2013.03.003


Fig. 17 e Matching of current-state and target-state RBAC models (directly assigned tasks are colored in black and inherited

tasks are colored in gray).



Table 14 e RBAC model migration: related work.

RBAC model
matching

RBAC model
differencing

Visualization RBAC migration
support

Tool
support

Approaches for RBAC model comparison

Verification and change impact analysis of

AC policies (Fisler et al., 2005)

O O O O

Autom. periodic role checks (Fuchs, 2009) B B B B O

Role updating for assignments (Hu et al.,

2010a, 2010b)

B B B

EXAM env. for analysis of AC policies (Lin

et al., 2010)

O O O O

Generic model comparison approaches

Est. correspondences between models

with ECL (Kolovos, 2009)

O B B B O

Metamodel independent approach to diff.

representation (Cicchetti et al., 2007)

B B O B O

Visual comp. of graphical models

(Schipper and Fuhrmann, 2009)

B B O B O

Scalable visualization of model diff.

(Wenzel, 2008)

B B O B O

Migration Guide (our approach) O O O O O
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polymetric views) could be used to complement the

respective (textual) edit scripts.

In summary, the approach presented in this paper com-

plements many of the existing approaches. It enables the

comparison of RBAC models and produces a migration guide

that allows for a systematic migration between two RBAC

models.
11. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the migration guide as a systematic

approach tomigrate current-state RBACmodels to target-state

RBAC models. A migration guide recommends a sequence of

edit operations for a stepwise migration of the respective

current-state RBAC model to the target-state RBAC model.

Note that, although it would be possible, we do not automate

the migration/transformation from a current-state and a

target-state RBAC model. This is because we think that the

security configuration of a software system is too sensitive for

such an automation step and should always be approved by a

security engineer. We do, however, provide tool support to

produce the migration guide and to enable a semi-automated

stepwise migration that is conducted by a security engineer.

For the implementation of our software tool we conducted

two comparative studies to evaluate different visualization

options. In particular, we compared line-based, tree-based,

graph-based, and diagram-based approaches as well as so

called edit scripts. In the comparative studies, edit scripts

where identified as the visualization technique that is most

suitable to support a stepwise migration of RBAC models. For

this reason, we chose edit scripts as the base technique for the

migration guide software tool. Note, however, that our general

approach for the derivation of migration guides does not

depend on a particular visualization technique.

Our software tool includes customized model comparison

techniques for RBAC models. Based on the respective
comparison functions, we calculate the differences between

RBAC models and automatically derive corresponding

migration rules. To show the feasibility and application of our

approach, we also conducted an experimental evaluation of

our software tool.

With the migration guide approach, we try to help bridge

the gap between role mining techniques and role engineering.

Role mining techniques are well-suited to reveal the current

configuration of an access control system (current-state RBAC

model), while role engineering is focused on defining a

tailored (desired) access control configuration (target-state

RBAC model). However, the migration from a current-state to

a target-state RBAC model is a very complex task, and neither

role mining nor role engineering support such a migration.

In our future work, we will continue to evaluate the use of

linguistic approaches to further customize the matching of

RBACartifacts.A linguisticcomparisonofartifactattributes (e.g.

the artifact name) is applied to identify semantic similarity be-

tween elements. For instance, to identify similarities between a

role with the name Client and a role with the name Customer.
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